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Dedicated to the memory of Professor Pere Menal
We first prove that every countably presented module is a pure
epimorphic image of a countably generated pure-projective mod-
ule, and by using this we show that if every countably gener-
ated pure-projective module is pure-injective then every module is
pure-injective, while if in any countably generated pure-projective
module every countably generated pure-projective pure submod-
ule is a direct summand then every module is pure-projective .
Let R be a ring . A left R-module M is called pure-projective if every
pure epimorphism onto M splits . As is well-known, M is pure-projective
if and only if M is a direct summand of a direct sum of finitely presented
left R-modules . On the other hand, M is called pure-injective if for any
left R-module in which M is embedded as a pure submodule M is always
a direct summand of it . We call R a left pure-semisimple ring or a ring
of left pure global dimension zero if it satisfies the following obviously
equivalent conditions : (1) every left R-module is pure-projective, (2) ev-
ery left R-module is pure-injective, (3) for any left R-module M every
pure submodule of M is a direct summand of M. It has been known
that every left pure-semisimple ring is a left Artinian ring and besides
left pure-semisimple rings are characterized as those rings R for which
the following equivalent conditions hold : (4) every left R-module is a
direct sum of finitely generated submodules, (5) every left R-module is a
direct sum of indecomposable submodules, (6) every indecomposable left
R-module is finitely presented ([2], [3], [8], [10]) . The author has then
shown in [1] that even if we replace the terms every and any in (1), (2),
(3) and (6) by the terms every countably generated and any countably




pure-semisimplicity of R . Now in this paper we shall give further char-
acterizations of pure-semisimple rings in terms of countably generated
pure-projective modules . In order to confirm these characterizations we
need to combine Simson's theorem in [6] that if every countably pre-
sented left R-module is pure-projective then R is left pure-semisimple
with the following crucial proposition, which refines the known Warfield's
theorem in [7] that every module is a pure epimorphic image of a direct
sum of finitely presented modules and where a module is called count-
ably presented if it is isomorphic to the factor module of a countably
generated free module modulo a countably generated submodule :
Proposition 1 . Let M be a countably presented left R-module . Then
there exists a left R-module P which is a countable direct sum of finitely
presented left R-modules and has a pure epimorphism P - M .
Proof: Since M is countably presented, there exist a (infinite-) count-
ably generated free left R-module F, a countably generated submod-
ule G of F and an epimorphism W : F ~ M whose kernel is G . Let
ul, u2, u3, . . . be a countable free basis of F and vl, v2, v3, . . . a count-
able generators of G. For each positive integer n, we denote by Fn the
finitely generated free submodule Rul G Ru2 ® . . . ® Run of F and by
Gn the finitely generated submodule Rvl + Rv2 + - - - + Rvn of G. Then
00 Ce
Cearly we have F = Y~ Fn and G = E Gn . Moreover, for each n, there
n=1 n=1
is an m such that Gn C Fn, . Let l(n) be the least one among such m's,
and let m(n) = max(l(n), n) . Then, it is obvious that Gn C F,,(n ) for
every n and F = Fnn(n) .
n=1
00
Consider now countable (outer) direct sums S = ® F,(n ) and T =
n=1
® Gn . Then T is a submodule of S . For each n, we denote by qn
n=1
the n-th canonical embedding F,,(n ) , S, Le ., qn(x), for x E F,,(n ),
is the element of S whose n-th entry is x and other entries are all 0 .
Clearly the restriction of qn to the submodule Gn of ,,,(n) is the n-th
canonical embedding Gn ~ T. Now the factor module F,)/G, is
finitely presented for each n . Let P = ®(F,,(n)/Gn) be the countable
n=1
direct sum . Then the natural epimorphisms F, (n ) - Fm(n)/Gn together
define an epimorphism 0 : 5 --> P whose kernel is T . If we next associate
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each s E S with the sum
n-1
of s, then we have an epimorphism f : S F. The restriction of f
to G gives clearly an epimorphism g : T -> G, and so we have that
cp(f (T)) = W(g(T)) = cp(G) = 0 . Since T is the kernel of 7P, this implies
that an epimorphism h : P M is well-defined so that h o 0 = W o f.
We now show that h is a pure epimorphism . Let E be a finitely
presented left R-module . Thus there exist a finitely generated free left
R-module L and an epimorphism 7r : L --> E whose kernel K is finitely
generated . Let ca : E -> M be a homomorphism . Consider the product
a o7 : L ---~ M. Since L is projective, there must exist a homomorphism
,l : L --> F such that cW o ~3 = ca o 7r . From this follows that W(O(K)) =
a(7r(K)) = 0 and so O(K) C G, the kernel of cp . Since both L and
K are finitely generated, their homomorphic images ~3(L) and O(K) are
finitely generated submodules of F and G respectively. Therefore we
have f(L) C F,(n) and /3(K) C Gn for sufficiently large n . We fix such
an n, and define the homomorphism -y : L - S by y = qn o /3 . Then
we have f o y = f o qn o ~3, but Since f o qn is clearly the inclusion
map F,(n) ---+ F it follows that f o y = Q. On the other hand, that
/3(K) C Gn implies that y(K) = gn (O(K)) C gn (Gn ) C T and therefore
0(y(K)) C O(T) = 0, Le., K is contained in the kernel of0 o y : L -~ P.
This shows that a homomorphism 5 : E --> P is well-defined so that
6o7r = Ooy. We have then hobo7r = ho0oy = cpo foy = cpoo = ao7r,
but Since n : L -> E is an epimorphism we know that h o 6 = ca . This is
true for every finitely presented module E and for every homomorphism
a : E - M, and thus it is proved that h is a pure epimorphism .
sn in F, where sn (6F,,( n» is the n-th entry
Theorem 2. R is left pure-semisimple if and only if every countably
generated pure-projective left R-module is pure-injective .
Proof. Clearly we need only prove the if part . Let M be any count-
ably presented left R-module . Then by the preceding proposition there
exist a countable direct sum P of finitely presented left R-modules and
an epimorphism h : P ---> M whose kernel Q is a pure submodule of
P . Now the direct sum P( v` ), N being the set of all natural numbers,
of the countable number of copies of P is also a countable direct sum
of finitely presented left R-modules and hence is countably generated
and pure-projective . Thus by our assumption p(N) is pure-injective, or
equivalently, P is E-pure-injective . Therefore the pure submodule Q of
P is a direct summand of P ([9, p . 1100], [1, Prop . 3.5]), which means
that M can be embedded into P as a direct summand and therefore M




left R-module is pure-projective . It follows from Simson [6, Th . 6 .3]
that R is left pure-semisimple .
As is easily seen, every countable direct sum of countably presented
modules is countably presented too and so in particular every countable
direct sum of finitely presented modules is countably presented . There-
fore, from the preceding theorem we can derive the following, which is
however regarded as a dual of the aboye referred Simson's theorem :
Corollary 3. R is left pure-semisimple if and only if every countably
presented left R-module is pure-injectáve .
Now the following is to refine the equivalente of the conditions (2) and
(6) in [1, Th . 4 .5] :
Theorem 3. R is left pure-semisimple if aud only if for any count-
ably generated pure-projective left R-module P every countably generated
pure-projective pure submodule of P is a direct summand ofP.
Proof.: We need only prove the if part too . Let M be a countably
presented left R-module . This means that there exist a countably gener-
ated free left R-module F and an epimorphism cp : F --> M whose kernel
G is countably generated . On the other hand, by Proposition 1, there
exist a countable direct sum P of finitely presented left R-modules and
an epimorphism h : P --> M whose kernel Q is pure in P . We shall show
that Q is countably generated too . For, since F is projective there is a
homomorphism f : F --> P such that h o f = (p . Let p be an element of
P. Then h(p) is in M and so we can find an x E F such that W(x) = h(p)
whence h(f(x)) = h(p), Le., h(p- f (x)) = 0. Thus we know that p- f(x)
is in Q and therefore that P = f(F) +Q. On the other hand, if x is in F
then the equality h(f (x)) = cp(x) implies that f(x) is in Q if and only if
x is in G, and therefore we have f(F) f1 Q = f(G) . Thus we know that
Q/f(G) -- P/f(F) . But since P is countably generated its homomorphic
image P/f(F) whence Q/ f(G) is countably generated too, while since
G is countably generated its homomorphic image f(G) is also countably
generated . From this we can conclude that Q is countably generated .
Now, since P is pure-projective, the countably generated pure submod-
ule Q of P is pure-projective according to Kielpiríski-Simson [4, Cor . 1 .5] .
(This can also be proved by using the notion of Mittag-Lefer modules
as follows : As is well-known, every pure submodule of a pure-projective
module is a Mittag-Leffier module, and so Q is a Mittag-Leffier mod-
ule, Le., the canonical homomorphism (flAZ ) ~Q , 11(A¡ ® Q) is
R R
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a monomorphism for every family {Ai} of right R-modules . Since Q
is countably generated, Q must be pure-projective by Raynaud-Gruson
[5, Part II, Cor . 2 .2 .2] .) By the assumption of our theorem, we know
that Q is a direct summand of P and so M can be embedded into P
as a direct summand, which implies that M is pure-projective . Thus
we have shown that every countably presented left R-module is pure-
projective, and therefore again by Simson's theorem ([6, Th. 6.3]) R is
left pure-semisimple .
In this connection, it is to be pointed out that Theorem 2 is a di-
rect consequence of Theorem 3 . For, let P be a left R-module and Q
a countably generated pure-projective pure submodule of P. Suppose
that every countably generated pure-projective left R-module is pure-
injective . Then Q is a direct summand of P . Thus, by Theorem 3, R is
left pure-semisimple .
Remark. A . Abe has independently obtained Proposition 1 and The-
orem 2 too . Indeed, he proves Proposition 1 by using [6, Cor . 2 .5]
that if a module M is a direct limit of modules Mi's then the canonical
epimorphism ® Mi --> M is pure .
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